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Is Your Organization A Financial Superball?
By Monica E. Oss, Chief Executive Officer

The challenge is that most health and human service 
organizations—particularly specialty and primary 
care provider organizations—are not financial 
superballs. Take hospitals. In 2020, more non-profit 
hospitals got credit downgrades than upgrades 
(see Nonprofit Hospitals Get Negative Public 
Finance Ratings.) One-in-four are at a high risk of 
closure (see Distressed Hospitals Can Succeed: 
Initiating Financial Stability.) Among community-
based specialty organizations, the numbers are 
much better with the National Council reporting 
last year that almost half of those organizations 
won’t be financial viable without additional financial 
support (see New Report: 40% of Mental Health and 
Addiction Treatment Organizations Will Survive Less 
than a Year Without Additional Financial Support.)

Remember the “superball”? It was one of my favorite 
toys. The superball’s performance is a function 
of its science. They are made of an “uber elastic” 
synthetic rubber that immediately recovers to its 
original shape after impact, while simultaneously 
reversing its spin. No matter how hard you slammed 
a superball into the ground, it just bounced higher. It 
was amazing. (And one piece of legend—the name 
“Super Bowl” was inspired by the superball.)

So what does this have to do the financial 
management of health and human service 
organizations? Ideally, every organization should be 
a ‘financial superball’. With financial strength and 
financial elasticity—the capacity to recover quickly 
from setbacks and keep going. 
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concentration, unit costs, and organizational size. 
Why? Because lack of financial strength limits 
strategic options. An organization that lacks financial 
strength has difficulty rebounding from a setback, 
bouncing back, and changing direction.

In this issue of the OPEN MINDS Management 
Newsletter, we focus on measuring financial strength 
and improving financial resilience. My colleague 
Senior Associate Ken Carr outlines our approach to 
financial strength assessment in his article, How To 
Measure Your Organization’s Financial Strength. And 
for perspectives on the importance of flexibility to 
remain sustainable, check out Are You Transforming 
Or Adapting? And for more on the link between 
financial strength and strategic success is outlined in 
the piece, Planning For Long-Term Sustainability – 
The Margins Have It.

And to sharpen your financial skills even further, join 
us on June 17 for the inaugural OPEN MINDS CFO 
Summit at The 2022 OPEN MINDS Performance 
Management Institute in Clearwater Beach, Florida.

The declining financial position of health and human 
service provider organizations isn’t just a product of 
the pandemic, though the pandemic has certainly 
exacerbated the problem. And I shudder a bit when I 
hear executives of those provider organizations say 
that they have ‘never been in a better financial 
position than now with all the federal support 
money’. Government relief, stimulus, and support 
monies is not equivalent to financial strength. And 
when the extraordinary federal and state supports 
come to an end, financial strength matters because 
the organizational strategic nimbleness is not 
possible without it. And the health and human 
service landscape is being rewritten as we speak. 
The directionality is clear—more integration, 
digital transformation, more risk-based financial 
contracting, more investment capital, more retail 
players, and more health plan consolidation. But the 
final configuration of the health care value chain and 
the sustainable business models in that landscape 
are a work in progress.

That’s where financial strength comes in. Executive 
teams need to monitor and manage their 
organization’s financial strength—factors 
like their profitability, liquidity, debt level, revenue 
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Conducting An Organizational Financial Strength 
Assessment — Why, How & What To Do Next
By Ken Carr, Senior Associate

and grow. Most executive teams equate revenue 
with financial strength. But revenue alone—whether 
service revenue, investor monies, grants, or 
charitable contributions—does not build financial 
strength. Cash flow, debt, and profitability are all 
related factors.

So how should an executive team approach 
measuring financial strength. Our team has built 
a financial strength measurement scale based on 
nine factors in four domains—liquidity, performance, 
leverage, and process efficiency. These factors 
are analyzed together to create an overall financial 
strength score for service provider organizations. 
Looking at financial strength from the lender’s 
perspective in combination with the bond rating 
table, financial strength is returned as a score from 0 
to more than 19, based on an analysis of net margin, 
level of revenue to cover debt, the ratio of assets to 
liabilities, and the days of cash on hand.

At the bottom end of the scale with a score of <3, 
an organization should be expecting bankruptcy in 
the near future unless immediate changes occur. 
With a score of <8 any market disruption could 
easily impact the organization’s long-term viability. 
Organizations scoring >8 are seen as having long-
term sustainability and are setup to weather future 
market disruptions. Growth potential is seen for 
organizations with a score of >12 and are comprised 
of market leaders—those organizations that are 
successfully growing through service line expansion 
and adding or buying other new service lines. A 
financial strength score of at least 8.0 is a goal for 
health care service provider organizations.

Historically, there has been a perception in the 
health and human service world that organizational 
financial strength isn’t necessarily a key performance 
indicator. In an era of cost-based fee-for-service 
reimbursement with a large market share held by 
non-profit organizations and with minimal influence 
exerted by health plans, that was probably the case.

But, the health and human service landscape has 
changed. Very little cost-based reimbursement 
remains. The use of value-based and risk-based 
reimbursement models is on the increase (see 
56% Of Payers Had Outcomes-Based Provider 
Reimbursement In Place As Of September 2021). 
There are a growing number of for-profit, private 
equity-backed provider organizations (see The 
Unicorn Next Door and The Bet Is On Digital). 
There are more retail organizations competing 
for consumers (see Health Plans Are Going 
Retail & Virtual, So What?). Health and human 
service organizations need financial strength to 
weather unexpected changes in the market and 
to fuel growth—whether it is growth by service 
line expansion, new service line development, 
or mergers and acquisitions. It’s a new world of 
business models and competitive advantage.

To navigate this evolving landscape, executive 
teams need to manage—and understand—their 
organization’s financial strength like they do other 
key performance indicators. There is a best practice 
approach that executive teams can adopt to monitor 
changes in their financial strength—and to improve 
it.

First, a definition. What is financial strength? It is 
the ability of an organization to generate the money 
required to make investments and service debt. 
Most simply, it is the financial resources to sustain 
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The Four Domains For Financial Strength

What does this include and how should 
organization’s measure financial strength?

OPEN MINDS derives overall organizational 
financial strength from a combination of nine 
financial factors. Each of these financial factors falls 
into one of four key areas of organizational financial 
analysis—Liquidity, Performance, Leverage, and 
Process Efficiency. 

Domain #1. Liquidity Liquidity metrics analyze 
an organization’s ability to meet its short-term 
obligations (current liabilities), based on available 
cash and other current assets that can be quickly 
converted to cash. Three key factors to tracking 
overall liquidity strength are working capital, current 
financial ratio, and days of cash on hand.

• Factor #1. Working Capital is the excess
amount of current assets available if all current
liabilities were paid. This is the capital your
organization has for regular operations and
planning for growth. Excess working capital may
allow an organization struggling to maintain
profitability, to continue its regular operations.

• Factor #2. Current Financial Ratio is the
proportional relationship of liquid assets to short-
term debt. It is a quick indicator of liquidity at any
point in time. A ratio of at least 2:1 is seen as
a satisfactory benchmark for most health care
organizations.

• Factor #3. Days Of Cash On Hand estimates
the number of days an organization can pay its
daily operating expenses with the liquid cash
presently available. An acceptable benchmark
for most health care organizations is 45 to 60
days; however, organizations who are planning
for growth should set a target of at least 90 days.

Because of Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) 
funds and other federal and state grants in response 
to COVID-19, many health care organizations have 
been able to maintain strong liquidity metrics. But, 
these funds are a temporary support and to calculate 
actual Liquidity strength, PPP funds and grants 
should be pulled out of the liquidity calculations so 
your organization can see where you actually are 
without the temporary support.

Domain #2. Operating Performance Operational 
performance is measured by the trends in generating 
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financial reserves and profitability, which can be 
tracked by looking at net margin and administrative 
ratio.

• Factor #4. Net Margin looks at profitability as
a percentage of the of revenue generated. This
metric is important for for sustainability during
a crisis and funding organizational growth. A
benchmark of at least 5% is suitable for most
health care organizations.

• Factor #5. Administrative Ratio is the
proportional relationship between administrative
management/general expenses vs. total
expenses. Lower administrative costs are
considered by funders and donors as an
assurance that adequate resources are
designated for direct services; however, too low
of administrative expenses can also be seen as
inadequate, creating an unstable infrastructure,
so balancing administrative and total expenses is
important. Most health care organizations should
attempt to achieve a 25% administrative to total
expense ratio.

While achieving profitability may seem taboo for 
some health care organizations, without it, there is 
no opportunity to invest in growth and ensure future 
financial strength and sustainability, not to mention 
maintaining and being able to respond to an every-
changing and demanding workforce. The bottom line 
is that whether your organization is operating as a 
non-profit or for-profit entity, you need to have a net 
margin of operating revenues that are greater than 
operating expenses. Being organized as a non-
profit organization doesn’t mean you should not be 
generating a net margin.

Domain #3. Leverage Debt is the key factor in 
measuring the amount of leverage an organization 
has in using the liabilities as investments for future 
growth.

• Factor #6. Assets To Liabilities Ratio
measures the value of assets your organization
owns versus the debt that applies to it. There
is some cushion in this since assets may have
appreciated in value since they were added
to your financial books. A ratio of 2.5:1 is an
acceptable benchmark for most health care
organizations.
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• Factor #7. Debt To Equity Ratio measures 
debt in a different way, comparing debt to your 
organization’s accumulated net margin. This 
is a key consideration of banks in the lending 
process because it assesses debt capacity. 
Calculated as total debt divided by equity, a ratio 
of 2.5:1 is an acceptable goal for most health 
care organizations.

The leadership challenge with leverage is incurring 
the right level of debt to pursue growth opportunities, 
without having so much debt that your organization 
is at risk of defaulting on the debt if the market or 
economy change. For example, your organization 
can construct a building to earn more revenue for 
a new or expanded service line, but, if consumer 
and/or payer demands for that service line suddenly 
declines, it may become a challenge to pay off that 
debt.

Domain #4. Process Efficiency These factors 
assess the speed and efficiency at which an 
organization is able to convert services to cash, 
conserve cash in order to pay obligations.

• Factor #8. Days In Accounts Receivable 
reflects your organization’s average billing and 
payment collection speed. Looking to be paid 
for services that are billed to a payer in 30 days 
is a reasonable benchmark for health care 
organizations.

• Factor #9. Days In Payables shows how 
quickly your organization is paying its bills. 
Often, invoices are paid faster than the cash that 
those expenses generated. A higher ‘Days in 
Payables’ measure means cash can be used for 
other investing activities, however, the measure 
must be monitored so that vendor credit is not 
negatively impacted.

A continuing challenge of health care organizations 
is managing the number of days in accounts 
receivable. If you are billing a payer for services, you 
want to be paid within 30 to 45 days. If you don’t, 
your organization is in sense funding the expense 
to provide those services longer, thus reducing cash 
you have on hand.
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Understanding Your Financial Strength 
Assessment Score

These nine financial factors in the four analysis 
areas can be looked at individually, or for OPEN 
MINDS clients, can be analyzed together to produce 
as an overall financial strength score. When using 
our Financial Strength Calculator, health and human 
service provider organizations can range from zero 
to 20.

A ‘financially healthy’ provider organization will have 
a score of over eight. An organization that wants to 
grow—either organically with service line expansion 
or through acquisitions—should be focused on a 
getting a score of at least 12.

In our experience, organizations with less than eight 
do not have the financial elasticity to withstand 
major market disruptions. And, for organizations 
with a score of less than three, we typically look at a 
solution through finding an acquisition partner.

Using OPEN MINDS new tool, The OPEN MINDS 
Financial Strength Calculator and the 990s from 
two not-for-profit health care service provider 
organizations for fiscal year 2020 (prior to any PPP 
or grant funding due to COVID-19), the results are 
very different: 

While both service provider organizations have 
a good Current Financial Ratio (assets vs. debt); 
Administrative Ratio (admin expenses vs. total 
expenses); and Debt To Equity Ratio (debt to 
net margin), organization #1 fails to achieve a 
satisfactory benchmark for all other factors including 
Days Of Cash On Hand and Assets To Liabilities 
Ratio which dramatically affected this organization’s 
overall financial strength, bringing its overall 
financial strength score to just 4.5. In comparison, 
organization #2 has an overall financial strength 
score of 17.6 showing not only financial strength but 
also financial sustainability and readiness for growth.

Using A Financial Strength Assessment 
To Build Strategic Options

Monitoring and managing financial strength is a key 
to expanding the range of strategic growth options 
for any organization. First, executive teams can 
see how they rank relative to industry norms and 
potential acquisition targets. Second, improved 
financial strength increases your organization’s 
ability to grow—through service line expansion, 
service line development, and/or acquisition.

Strong financial performance is critical for growth—
whether considering mergers, acquisitions, 
and affiliations, investment in infrastructure, 
new service line development, geographic 
expansion, or assuming financial risk in value-
based reimbursement arrangements (see 4 Keys 
To Financial Sustainability: The Executive Team 
Challenge).

My final advice—maintaining your financial strength 
is all about knowing the numbers and having the 
wherewithal to both watch those numbers very 
closely and take the necessary actions to correct 
them. Shifting the focus from managing financial 
health to performance metrics and using that 
information to drive financial and operating strategy 
is essential for creating an organization that can 
sustain operations.

To assess your organization’s financial strength, 
start with our new tool, The OPEN MINDS Financial 
Strength Calculator and then join the new, The 
OPEN MINDS CFO Consortium, a cutting-edge 
education suite, specifically catered to financial 
strategy that will utilize the talents of participants, 
as well as my peers on the OPEN MINDS team, to 
provide executives with the skillset necessary to 
develop and implement an organizational strategic 
sustainability plan to position their organization for 
competitive advantage in an ever-changing external 
environment.
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Are You Transforming Or Adapting?
By Monica E. Oss, Chief Executive Officer

metrics-based tracking of strategy success, and 
changing course when needed—not so much. 
And there are the intangibles. Beyond a roadmap, 
what do leaders need to make this happen? Vision, 
transformational and transactional leadership skills, 
courage, and energy. 

Vision and transformation go hand in hand. 
Organizational transformation starts with a vision 
of where an organization and its services fit in the 
future market. The strategy is the plan to allocate 
resources to actually get there.

Executive teams need to be “in it”—knowing the 
key trends in their markets that are shaping and will 
shape service delivery, competitive advantage, and 
sustainability (see The Sustainability Top Ten). That 
market knowledge shapes the vision for the future. 
The key here is to connect the dots between market 

Transformation = A thorough change in composition 
or structure.

Adaptation = The change or the process of change 
by which an entity becomes better suited to its 
environment.

As executives in the health and human service field 
look ahead, the challenge is moving from adaptive 
reaction to the changes of the past 18 months—to 
proactive organizational transformation for what 
lies ahead. Leading transformation is new territory 
for most executives—but there is a best practice 
roadmap to lead that transformation process.

The roadmap has six key elements—some harder 
than others. Market intelligence and strategy 
development are more familiar territory for most 
executives. Leading strategy implementation, 
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implementation is key (see The OPEN MINDS Five-
Step Cycle For Strategy Implementation). In fact, 
90% of organizations fail to execute their strategies 
successfully (see The Balanced Scorecard—
Measures that Drive Performance). Why? Poor 
communication, failure to reallocate resources, 
lack of accountability of managers, and insufficient 
monitoring of performance metrics top the list (see 
90 Percent Of Companies Fail To Do This). But a 
strategic plan unimplemented is no plan at all.

To monitor the progress of strategy implementation, 
executive teams need to identify and monitor 
the metrics of strategic success. But beyond 
monitoring, executive teams need to ensure that 
they act promptly on that data and avoid analysis 
paralysis (see Is Analysis Paralysis Holding You 
Back?). Metrics-based management allows early 
identification when elements of strategy are going 
off-track but leaders have to be willing to admit when 
things are not working and come up with alternatives 
(see How To Measure Progress & Course Correct 
Your Strategic Action Plan). As my colleague and 
OPEN MINDS Senior Associate Ken Carr pointed 
out, “Implementation of the strategic plan has to be 
an iterative rather than a rigid process, as should 
the evolution of the strategic plan itself. In order to 
achieve strategic objectives, leaders need to be 
willing to adjust their course, adapt to unforeseen 
changes in the landscape, and—if necessary—to 
modify the objectives. However, any deviations from 
the original path need to be well-informed by data, 
meaningful feedback, and market intelligence and 
cannot be based on a ‘It’s just not working’ mindset.” 
That takes courage—the courage to propose a 
“bold new vision” for the organization and, more 
importantly, the courage to share with the team that 
the strategy isn’t working as planned and make a 
course correction (whether large or small).

Finally, navigating turbulent times takes “Qi” or the 
personal energy of the executives driving the ship. 
This concept of Qi originated in Chinese medicine, 
but is an important business concept (see How 

developments and the long-term implications and 
opportunities an organization can start to leverage 
now.

What does the vision of the future look like? There 
are many “next big thing” conversations and 
“transformation” initiatives happening these days 
in other fields. In the past week, space travel has 
been transformed by the success of the Inspiration4 
mission, with four civilians who independently spent 
three days orbiting earth while watching the scenery, 
chatting with their families, listening to music, and 
doing art. An effort that was many years in the 
making (see SpaceX Capsule Returns Four Civilians 
From Orbit, Capping Off First Tourism Mission). 
Retail and commerce have been transformed by 
what started as an online bookstore out of a garage, 
Amazon. Networking and communication have been 
transformed by the smartphone, social media, and 
the technologies enabling the “sharing economy” 
(everything from Uber to Airbnb to TaskRabbit to 
Etsy, and more). Health care is no exception (see 
The Technology Triple Whammy). Transformational 
thinking is required in these transformational times.

Whatever the future vision of an organization, 
it is best memorialized in strategy (see Is Your 
Strategy “Mission Impossible?” and Shaping A 
Recovery Strategy—The OPEN MINDS Strategic 
Planning Model). Plans assure sustainability, 
prioritize investments, set performance standards, 
and get executive teams on the same page. But 
strategy alone is not enough. Leaders need to use 
transformational leadership skills to drive change 
that is aligned with that future vision—change from 
the board room to the service delivery team. And 
they need to use transactional leadership skills 
to make the “nuts and bolts” of implementation 
happen. Following a best practice model for strategy 

“Plans assure sustainability, prioritize 
investments, set performance standards, and 
get executive teams on the same page.”
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• Nimble Is Necessary

• The Market Intel/Strategy Paradox

• Market Intel & Those Big Decisions

• Not Every “Workforce Crisis” Is The Same

• The Missing Ingredients

• VBR Marches On – A Trend Driving 2022 
Strategy

• Managing The Chronic & Complex Is Managing 
Care – A Trend Driving 2022 Strategy

• Turning The Page On 2021: What Happened? 
What Matters?

• Tear Down The Walls!

The Concept Of Qi Affects All Walks Of Life, Even 
Business). The question executives need to ask 
themselves is “Am I energized by the challenges 
ahead? Do I want to spend the energy to see this 
through?” If the answer to these questions is not 
affirmative, the organizational transformation is 
probably ill-fated from the start. Change requires 
energy.

At a time when change is the only constant, 
specialty provider organization executives have to 
be prepared to navigate the market landscape and 
lead the change. Like the SpaceX commercial flight 
mission, the launch into orbit (and the reentry) can 
both be turbulent and cause motion sickness. But 
the payoff in terms of progress and building a future 
of possibilities can be invaluable.

For more on excellence in leadership, check out 
these resources in The OPEN MINDS Circle Library:

• What Does It Take To Be Sustainable? 
Navigating The Changing Health & Human 
Service Landscape
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Planning For Long-Term Sustainability – The 
Margins Have It
By Monica E. Oss, Chief Executive Officer

investment, financial forecasting, and contingencies 
(see How To Develop A Strategic Plan). 

Creating A Margin—The expectation in the health 
care industry is that providers of services ask for 
“full reimbursement” of services delivered and that 
infrastructure costs are necessary for sustainability 
and quality services and are legitimate areas for 
private fund-raising support. But government funds 
are running out and organizations may no longer 
be able to subsidize certain service lines. Specialty 
provider organizations need to track balance sheet 
strength, cash on hand, asset-to-debt ratio, growth 
and profitability of service lines, and unit costs 
on a monthly basis (see Margin Today, Margin 
Tomorrow?).

There are the five areas executives should focus on 
to create and increase margins:

• Know your full costs—What are your day-to-day 
expenses and how much money do you need to 
cover those expenses, and for how long?

• Ask for full costs—Develop fundraising pitches 
to reflect what it truly costs to deliver your 
interventions and sustain your work over the long 
term.

• Banish the overhead ratio—Stop using the 
“Overhead Ratio” as a fund raising pitch, and 
shift the conversation to “mission supports.”

• Build a competent & supportive board—Board 
members need to be passionate about and 
committed to the mission.

• Focus on outcomes—Understanding the critical 
dynamics of the needs of clients and utilizing 
evidenced-based interventions to address those 
needs.

Consistency and stability have seemingly been lost 
over the last two years. Dramatic shifts in consumer 
preferences, new products, government funding, the 
pandemic, and health plans models of care have 
changed a relatively stable behavioral health market 
into a tumultuous and everchanging challenge for 
specialty provider organizations to remain a part of. 
And in some ways, for-profit organizations have it 
easier with explicit use of profits to shareholders and 
an easier ability to recruit and top talent with better 
offerings.

Sustainability and the use of excess margin is 
not quite so clear in non-profit organizations. 
Theoretically, those profits are used to reinvest in 
the organization and to fund services for community 
members who are unserved by current sources 
of public and private funding. But the issues and 
practices are far from clear. For organizations to 
be successful in planning for long-term stability, 
executives need to develop a strategy with a margin 
for growth and reinvestment, create a margin, and 
decide how to spend that margin in the most efficient 
and effective way.

Developing A Strategy For Long-term 
Sustainability Including A Margin For Growth & 
Reinvestment—Revenue for non-profits are the 
dollars available from reimbursement received from 
contracts, grants, and other sources for services 
delivered. The core of financial sustainability 
is that revenue and private donor dollars. And 
executives need to be able to maximize the use 
of funds in order to be sustainable. But strategies 
fail for a host of reasons: vague vision, lack of 
planning, incomplete management, and the list 
goes on. In order to be successful, specialty 
provider organizations need to plan for budgeting, 
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Deciding How To Spend That Margin—There 
are three possible uses of “margin” in non-profit 
organizations. The first and most common use, 
margins are reinvested directly into the organization 
for costs like operations, facility improvements, 
new technologies for staff and services, innovation 
investments, and staff recruitment. The second 
use is the growing use of margins is to finance 
reimbursed services for consumers.

Lastly, organizations can use their margins to 
subsidize bad payer rates. Knowing how much 
and where to spend margins can be the difference 
between your organization staying afloat or sinking.

The non-profit strategy and sustainability in the 
health and human service field is growing increasing 
complicate and complex. Organizations need to 
have strong strategies, create margins, and properly 
spend those margins in order to be sustainable for 
the future.

For more on planning for a sustainable future, check 
out these resources from the OPEN MINDS Industry 
Library:

• The OPEN MINDS Financial Strength Calculator

• The OPEN MINDS CFO Consortium

• Nimble Is Necessary

• Making Strategy Work – Mission, Growth, & 
Sustainability

• Incorporating Innovation Into Everyday 
Operations: A New Leadership-Driven Strategy 
For Sustainability

• The Keys To A Successful Recovery Strategy 
– The Path From Crisis Management To Post-
Crisis Sustainability

• Technology Strategy For Sustainability—EHRs 
Are Just The Start

• Financial Sustainability Is The New Integration 
Challenge

• Margin, Mission, Financial Management

• Is Your Financial Muscle Ready For The Heavy 
Lift?




